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Movement and Combat

*Note: Most of the general rules are the same as the D20 System, with the exceptions noted below.

1. Encounter starts
2. Roll and total initiative, or assign suprise rounds
3. Highest initiative goes first
4. 2 actions in each round, one has to be move / move equivalent, the other is a standard ("combat") 
action
5. Next highest initiative goes, cycle continues

Movement
There are several types of special movement that a player may perform. They are described in detail below.

Type Notes

Move Up to and including the player's speed value, uses the move / move equivalent action

Double Move Use both actions to move, basically doubling the available speed

Run Full round action, move in a straight line at 3 times normal speed. Running for more 
than a round in this manner prompts an Endurance check.

Crouch (Duck) / Stand Uses 5ft. speed, reduce to or expand from half height. Allows ducking behind low walls 
for more cover.

Prone / Stand Uses 5ft. speed to or from a crouch position, or 10ft. speed to or from standing. Prone 
reduces to 1/4 of height, allowing the player to get cover behind small obstacles, or 
squirm through narrow entrances.

Charge Using the exact speed value of the player to reach a target counts as a charge.

Jump Uses 10ft. speed, then can make a Jump skill check to jump over a foe or obstacle (such 
as a pit, low wall, etc.).

Combat
Melee
D20 + Melee attack + modifiers, if equal to or greater than target defense, the attack hits and damage can 
be rolled. See the table below for modifiers for hitting a melee target. Cover does not play any effect as 
the combatants are close enough to ignore anything in the way.

Situation

Hit crouched target

Hit from crouch

Hit prone target

Hit from prone

Charge

Ranged
D20 + Ranged attack, if equal to or greater than the target defense, the attack hits and damage can be 
rolled. See the table below for modifiers for hitting a target at range. Note that a crouched and prone 
target recieve no special bonuses here, as they will (probably) recieve a greater cover bonus for being 
behind more cover.

Situation Modifier

Short Range no effect

Medium Range -1 to hit
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Long Range -2 (no aimed shots)

Extreme Range -3 (half damage rounded down, no aimed shots)

Hit from crouch +1 to hit

Hit from prone +1, reduce range penalty by 1 (range effects remain)

Burst / Automatic Fire -1 / additional shot

Aimed Shots
Both melee and ranged attacks can be aimed at a specific body part. Aimed attacks at any body part but the 
head and groin hit at -4, while head and groin shots hit at -6. An aimed shot at the front torso is 
considered the same as a normal shot. A critical hit cannot occur on an aimed shot. Aimed shots do half 
damage, but have negative side effects on the target. Protective armor in each location can negate hits if 
the negate DC of the armor can be rolled above by the target (for example, a military helmet may have a DC 
of 16 to ignore an aimed head shot). See the table below for the penalty associated with being hit in each 
location.

Location Effect

Head Standard damage, target drops what they are holding and falls to a prone position

Torso (Back) Standard damage, target is knocked pron

Groin Target can only take a move equivalent action next turn

Arms -1 to hit (melee and ranged) / arm, -1 melee damage if both arms are hit

Legs -10ft. / leg, to a minimum of 5ft. / full round

Burst / Automatic Fire
Some ranged weapons can be used in burst (up to 3 shots) or automatic (up to 5 shots). By default, all 
weapons fire in single shot mode initially. Burst and Automatic fire have a penalty to hit and use more 
ammo, but have a chance to inflict greater damage. Roll a single time only to see if a Burst / Automatic 
volley hits a target. If it does, randomly determine the number of shots that hit from the volley (for 
example, roll a D3 for a full Burst).
Distance: This is only a factor for ranged attacks. Short range has no penalty, medium range subtracts -1 
from the attack roll, long range subtracts -2, and extreme range subtracts -3 and does half damage 
(rounded down). Aimed shots cannot be performed at long or extreme range (without feats or special 
equipment)

Cover
Can grant a deflection bonus to defense between 1 and 10, depending on the material and how much of the 
target is covered. This is up to the whim of the WM (but should be fairly consistent). In general, for 
each 10% of a target covered, they recieve a +1 deflection bonus. Based on the material they are behind, 
this bonus will increase or decrease. For example, a target 40% behind a piece of drywall would get +4 
deflection, but -1 because the drywall is thin. If they were standing behind steel however, this may grant 
an additional +1 or even +2.

Object Attack
Hitting a stationary object (such as a hanging rock or bridge plank) is relatively simple. A Defense is 
chosen by the WM, and the player must roll against this. Inanimate objects cannot Dodge, and typically 
have a lower Defense rating.

Defense
The required amount that an attack result needs to equal or exceed to hit. In general, players either have 
high Defense and low Dodge, or vice versa.

Dodge
The DC of a roll to dodge incoming shots, consider the check like a saving throw. If the D20 roll is over 
the Dodge value of the player, they suffer no damage from a successful attack.
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Fumbles
If the attack roll is within the fumble range of a weapon (normally 1) the attacker has fumbled in some 
way. If a fumble happens in melee, all opponents within range of the fumbling attacker get an immediate 
single attack (at their highest bonus) on the attacker. If the fumble happens at long range, roll on the 
table below to determine the effect.

Roll (D6) Result

1 Shot goes a random direction by 10ft.

2 Shot goes a random direction by 20ft.

3 Waste entire clip

4 Weapon jams

5 Weapon jams

6 25% of gun backfiring, otherwise weapon jams

Critical Hits
If the attack roll is within the critical range of the weapon (normally 20) the attacker has hit a weak 
spot of the target. The target automatically loses 1 Armor Point. The attacker can then choose either 
doing double damage (reroll the damage dice and add the result to the initial damage), or the target can 
lose 1 Life Point (player characters can make a Fortitude save to resist this). Any additional damage from 
a critical hit cannot kill a target, but Life Point loss can.

Life Points
The Life Point represents the core essence of a person, in the sense that losing a Life Point may be 
equated to losing a limb or being crushed by a large object. Several situations can be avoided by 
expending a Life Point. Any situation where massive damage is done to the player character, such as being 
hit by a car, falling from several floors up, losing a limb, etc. When Life Points reach 0, the player is 
killed. Life Points regenerate only when the player levels up.

Armor Points
These represent the remaining durability of armor. Certain substances can reduce Armor Points, such as 
being hit by fire or acid. In addition, a critical hit from an opponent automatically removes 1 Armor 
Point from the current armor. Armor Points can be repaired by the players (if they have the skills for it) 
or by paying a merchant. If armor is reduced to 0 Armor Points, it is useless until repaired. If the armor 
is reduced to under half (round down) of the armor's starting Armor Points, the Defense value is also 
reduced by 1.
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